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The elections which were
recently held for positions in the
Senate were a total flop. As
; happens with every other event
which needs student participation,
this one also displayed some of
that popular York College apathy.
In the general election held in
September of last year, the thirty
percent student participation
needed wasn't obtained in the first
ballot, not the second, but only
after three ballots. In the special
elections just held, over ninety
percent of all eligible voters didn't
bother to participate.
Out of 1200 ballots which were
sent out, only 15 were actually sent
back. In addition to these 15 were
95 votes which had come in
through people who voted at the
desk that was set up specifically
for the elections. The special
elections were conducted for seats
that were open in the Social
Sciences, Humanities, Natural
Science,
Math,
Teacher
Preparation, and SEEK.
In addition to the weird results
of the elections was the charge by
Abe Sherman that the elections
were "rigged." He was running for
a seat in the social sciences section
and lost by a narrow margin. The
voting ballots were of the Yes/No
form in which getting more no

votes than yes votes is highly
improbable. In addition, Abe
Sherman claims that social
security numbers weren't checked
and that no signatures were
required. For these reasons he
feels that the elections were rigged.
He pointed out that under this
system someone could've voted
more than once without fear of
reprisal.
Another schedule of elections
will be coming up on April 9-13.
Counselor Carlyne Gifford hopes
that the turn-out for the next
election will be much greater than
the past ones. One item which
might help secure a greater voter
turn-out would be more publicity.
If the elections were given more
importance and greater publicity,
then the turn-out would probably
be better. Also, if the candidates
went out among the students
themselves and spoke to them, the
students might be more willing to
vote. Many students simply don't
vote because they have no idea who
the candidates are except by name.
The upcoming elections, if for
no other purpose, will give the
students the opportunity of
dispelling their reputation of
apathy. Hopefully, the next
elections will prove much more
successful than the last ones. If
not, York College will remain one
of the most apathetic colleges in
the city.
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Security Chief Maps
Emergency Procedures

Elections Flop
by John Coltelli
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by Jack Katzanek

The past few months, many
students have had their regular
activities at York interrupted by
the sounding of alarm bells
throughout the Montgomery Ward
building and some of the other
buildings used by the school.
These fire drills have caused the
buildings occupants to evacuate
into the street.
There is a certain order
followed, not only for these drills,
but also for telephone calls
warning of bombs planted in the
school. Chief of Security Ricardo
Santiago stated that a procedure
has been sent in the event of such
emergencies. Copies of this
procedure have been sent out to
those members of the faculty and
staff involved. It has not been
made public in order to avoid
unnecessary speculation and worry
by the students.
Chief Santiago added that the
police had briefed the staff on such
matters during the fall of 1972. It is
hoped that such an orientation
would become an annual affair.

Bomb Threats
Concerning the bomb threats,
Chief Santiago said, "The only
person who would think of

High School Juniors Can Start College

Ricardo Santiago, Director of Security
planting a bomb in any building is across the street rather than
nothing less than crazy. What we congregate in front of the
have to watch out for is these nuts. building."
When a call comes through
Chief Santiago explained that
warning of a bomb, T try to listen fhe building is Fireproof, and if a
closely to the tone of his voice and fire is burning in a room with
other similar factors to try and closed doors, it won't spread for
figure out if he is serious or not. several hours. The walls will not
You generally are able to weed out burn and the activating of the
the hoax calls in this manner. One alarms automatically shuts off the
. thing that indicates it may be more blowers.
' than a hoax is the caller stating the
time his bomb is set to go off."
"If he does give a time, I would
take immediate action. That's
what happened in the lone bomb
scare since we moved to Jamaica.
It happened last year, when a call
He also pointed out that many
came through to me at Mon- of the drills: we have been having
tgomery Ward warning of a bomb are not really drills. "The building
at Bayside that was set to go off in is equipped with very sensitive
three minutes. As it happened, it smoke detectors," Chief Santiago
was about 5 minutes before I was said. "Smoke from cement trucks
able to get through to them, and utilized in the construction of the
when I finally reached Bayside, I new Archer Avenue subway line
, told them "You've been blown- was sucked into the school and was
up."
picked up by these detectors,
which automatically tripped the
alarm. And on another occasion,
an electrician who was wiring the
"The thing for students to do is newly-renovated fourth floor
get out of the building, quickly decided to test the alarm system."
In the future, Chief Santiago
and orderly, and without mass
panic. When the alarm bells hopes to keep drills well organized-,
sound, it may be a fire or a bomb, since his men all are equipped with
and student cooperation is needed radios. A suggestion was the
to insure safety. Students should appointing of "area wardens" to
leave by the nearest exit and not assist in the clearing of the
necessarily the exit they usually building, which may end up in the(
:
use. Also, it is advisable to move saving of lives.

Wardens To

Help In Drills

upgrade the standing of the school
by luring more such excellent
students to the school. We do have
a few people on early admissions,
mostly from high schools like
South Shore, Art and Design and
St. Agnes in College Point."
Mr. Raber went on to add that
' not only academic ability would be
taken into account. "Some
students are highly intelligent and
receive good marks all through
high school, but may lack maturity
to attend college at the age of 17 or
16. For that reason, I would
suggest he talk it over thoroughly
with his school's college advisor,
and also come in to York for an
8 interview prior to being accepted."
I A second early admissions
« program is also being planned.
.2 This one is a newer innovation in
I education than the first. This
proposal would allow advanced
students to take courses at York
while still attending their high
school. "This would be ideal for
future Biology or Chemistry
Roger Raber, Coordinator of Admissions
majors who are bored with what
school students that finish their their high school is offering," said
by Jack Katzanek
In an effort to attract excellent required subjects in 3 or 3 1/2 Mr. Raber. "Taking courses for
students to York College, there are years. These are students that have college credit would be very
programs underway that would try achieved an average of 90% or stimulating, especially for a
to get people who have not yet better. They can be then admitted student who has gone through all
completed their four years of high to York, and their high schools will their courses in high school
school to come here. If successful, eventually be notified that they available. Also if a student likes
it is believed that this would in- have completed their required taking classes at York, it is hopeful
crease the enrollment of superior studies and they then will be given that he may choose to go there
permamently when he graduates.
students at York and better the their high school diplomas.
This proposal has been passed
school's academic standing.
Says Mr. Raber, "The idea of
As described by the Director of getting out of high school and by York's Admission's committee,
Admissions, Roger Raber, there entering college early is, of course, and by the school's senate. It is
are two programs that deal with nothing new. But in Queens, now on the Agenda of the Board of
this subject. The first is an early generally, most students who Higher Education. If passed by the
admissions program that is graduate in early admissions go to B.H.E. the program could start
already in use. It deals with high Queens College. We would like to next September.
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Pandora's Box

It Happens Every Spring
Starting on April 9 and running till the end of the week, York
College will hold its annual Senate elections. At this point, there
are 23 seats available and somewhere between 17 and 21 people
running for those seats. But we wonder if running is a good word?
Since there is no apparent choice in many of the decisions, the
elections often seem to be modeled after the Communist Party's
with their one man-no choice ballots.
York students are cheating themselves. We all complain that
student government is a waste of time, but it is precisely because
we are unwilling to give any that it is a waste. Looking over the
candidates (see this issue), many of those running have served in
the past or have offered themselves in other elections. Student
government cannot get any better if we continue to allow those who
have failed in the past to continue to lead us. For the past school
year student government has done little to better the students'
plight at York and if these same people are elected we see little
change in next year's policy. As this school continues to grow,
student problems will continue to grow and it is now that
responsible leadership is needed. The time has long past for vague
promises and idealistic committments. Problems must be dealt
with maturely and realistically and it is important that the
problems that are dealt with are of a concrete nature and not the
abstract variety that are easy to talk about but difficult to change.
There are serious worries whether the election will draw the
necessary 30% vote and an all-out campaign is being waged to
accomplish this super human task. With posters on the walls,
publicity in this paper and election tables at every part of the
campus, there is not much more that the college can do. It is now
up to the students. But not to the students who are going to vote; it
is up to the students who are being voted for.
It is up to the candidates to convince the student body that only
through organization can change be brought to this campus and
that the seeds of unity can be sown through student government.
But it must be a student government of individuals working
together. People who are responsible and who do not forget that
their prime task is in serving others. President Bassin has declared
that the election will not be rescheduled if the 30% is not gotten.
But unitl we are convinced that a school without student government is any worse off than a school with it, it might not really
matter.
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Living In The Lounge
On February 26, the basement lounge of the Humanities
Building was officially opened to the student body. Now, more
than one month later, it still looks as if the lounge is closed. During
the week of March 26-30, our keen observers reported that an
overwhelming crowd of from 0 to 4 students had invaded the
lounge (capacity: 220 students) on any given day and at any
random hours throughout the day. Even the transfer of the juke
box to the lounge failed to attract any visitors. Apparently the
function of the lounge has proved to be a failure. But it is a failure
that could be avoided.
Basically the room itself is an' attractive one and there is no
reason why the students using the Humanities building do not
congregate there instead of in the halls and on the steps. But, the
school has done little to attract them. There are four vending
machines but only one works. The others are either out of order or
enipty. The juke box sits forlornly in the corner also with an outof-order sign on its face. A lounge without food or music will thus
have little to offer but space.
We encourage the administration to solve these minor problems
immediately. Being cramped for space as we are, the school cannot
afford to let this valuable area go unused. Many students were seen
walking in and then right out when they discovered the qualtiy of
the facilities. By filling the machines and plugging in the juke box,
they just might find that students will spend a little more time
learning how to be sociable.

Letters To The Editor
To The Editor:
Before I came to listen to Alice
Walker speak, I envisioned a
person who would be somewhat
cynical and bitter of the
"American way" of life. Although
Alice Walker had a tedious
childhood, which she depicted in
her poetry and prose; she
predicted a cautious but optimistic
future for Black Americans.
One remark of Prof. Walker
astonished me: She writes her
poetry during periods of
depression.
This
seems
paradoxical to me since some of
her poetry reflected happiness.
What if my ethnic group was
enslaved for two centuries and not
truly free today? How would I feel?
I could not answer that question.
Although one can read about
slums and prejudice, and draw
conclusions for . valid opinions,
one's presence is missing. The
experience is very important
because one is able to feel what is
occurring and has to deal with it.
Furthermore, the technique of
raising an individual's social

consciousness was done by writers
throughout history. From Charles
Dickens' novel Great Expectations
which depicted the squalid life of
England's working class to Piri
Thomas' two novels, Down These
Mean Streets and Savior, Savior,
Hold My Hand which depicted the
repulsive living conditions of
Spanish Harlem. This can be
compared to her short story,
Everyday Use which I have
mentioned before. The story
centers around three members of a
poor black Southern family. The
story, in my opinion, is of a
simplistic and dignified nature.
Mem (the mother of the two
sisters) and Maggie (one of her
daughters), are the two characters
which display a dignity of
respectable poverty which earns
the admiration and respect of the
reader of this story.
Consequently, I believe Alice
Walker's writing reflects the
literary renaissance of social
criticism which illustrates the need
for constructive changes today.
Robert Steinberg

Our Inferiority Complex
.,

For years York has suffered from an inferiority complex. We
have misled ourselves with the idea that because we are small and
relatively unknown no no will ever pay any attention to us. With an
attitude like that we will assure ourselves a place in the annals of
oblivion. Yet, this term there has been a real attempt by many
clubs to end this feeling of inferiority.
When we talk about how we are so unknown, it is usually in
relation to getting speakers of any notoriety to come to the college.
In a" city like New York, the opportunities for outside sources of
education are great and have never been tapped to their full extent.
We have consistently convinced ourselves that people are not
interested in coming to York and we have thus reached the point
where we are not even willing to try and change this situation. This
spring,however, certain people have tried. Precipitated by the
Living Writers program implemented by the English Department,
other clubs and departments have used their powers in seeking
politicians, musicians, consumer advocates and educators. While it
has still been difficult to convince some to cOme, the results have
been very positive and an important development has occurred.
Now we have the speakers, but where is the audience?
At all the lectures we have attended, the crowds have been extremely small. Except for the appearance of Eubie Blake, most
speakers have been confronted with crowds ranging from twenty to
forty people. This is 20 to 40 people out of more than 3000,
figuring out to about 10% of the student body. This, of course, does
not include the many faculty, administration and staff members
who often make up a great portion of the audience. It is clear
therefore that a problem exists in how to get more people to attend
these events.
It is not the time period since all lectures are scheduled for the
free period. Free hours were never meant to be a time when you go
sit in the John and draw pictures. They were designed as a chance
for students to engage in intellectual and aesthetic events without
disrupting their normal school schedule. It seems the only intellectual events the students in this school are interested in is
playing cards or sleeping.
It is not the people who are invited. We have seen people from all
fields, from all races and from all walks of life appear and it is hard
to imagine that there has been no one of interest in the entire
lineup. The Poli Sci Club even tried a survey to see who the
students would like to see, but since Lassie and Mickey Mantle
have both retired, these overwhelming choices were shelved.
It is important that people attend these lectures. While not all of
the speakers are interesting or spend enough time here, their mere
presence provides a number of advantages. One, they offer
students a good chance to learn outside the ordinary classroom
structure. Two, they make the college better known within the
CUNY system and in the city itself, and three, they give the
students the feeling that somebody knows we're really here. So far,
as indicated by the lecture attendance, nobody seems to have
realized this.
Maybe it is the type of events we are holding. How about if some
Tuesday a public torturing of all the hated teachers in this school
is held in the main lounge? That should draw a big crowd.
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I H H I Through the Looking Glass

Part 1

The Future of York College

Editor's note: This is the first part
of a five-part series on the future of
York College. Part 1 will deal with
the construction of the new
campus and the problems involved.

peeted that that point will be and real progress will be made on
solved this week. At that time, the campus facilities. The plans are
architects will begin to work from viable and the timetable has been
a three-volume edition created by carefully planned. Without any
the school which organizes the major problems then, a majority of
alloted space into programs. The the new facilities should be built
original campus plan is basically within the next five years.
160-10 Dale Road is a small two- intact with only a 15% reduction in
Serious attempts have already
story frame house. Its cracking space having occurred. The in- begun at building the campus and
green and brown face have been formation provided by the plan 1973 should see many changes
plastered with sheets of green describes the rooms, their shapes, come to the York area. Already
characteristics
and many of the stores on Archer
metal and stamped with the of- sizes,
ficial York College signature. dimensions. Since it provides the Avenue are closing down and
Sandwiched in by the York architects with everything they relocating to other areas. The
parking field and a deserted lot, need to know, the first step of Urban Center itself will soon be no
the house which is no longer a programmatic planning can begin. more as those inhabiting it are
home is one of the last private This programmatic planning, moved to the fourth floor of the
residences that was closed down in which is expected to take two Main Building. While the Center
the wake of campus construction. years, covers all phases creating is part of a separate urban renewal
There are still a few buildings left schedules for demolition, con- project, the future of the entire
around the house: St. Monica's struction, traffic, etc. Specifically, area coincides with the various
across the street, Samaritan the firm must provide for every projects being planned. Progress is
Village on the corner and eventuality and is responsible for continuing to be made with the
Jehovah's Witnesses down the every feature "down to ashtrays city's construction of a new subway
block. But these are the last signs and pencil boxes." After com- along Archer Avenue and Arthur
of life in a community that once pletion of this work with Ray Marcus, Executive Assistant to the
Pavia, Campus Facilities Officer, President, narrows his eyes and
was.
It has been a long struggle to the plan must then go before the says slowly, "I have a hunch that
build York in Jamaica; a problem City University and the Housing the Jamaica El will be coming
down this year."
that began in City Hall, was Authority for their approvals.
dropped in Bayside and has finally
The final step in this first stage
Amidst these many changes,
come to rest in Jamaica. And not may prove to be the most difficult; York will have its first permanent
all the problems have come from at that time when the planning is facility by next year, the Science
just deciding which buildings go completed and approval granted, Building currently being conwhere. "It takes a lot of careful the plan will be subdivided and structed on Union Hall Street off
planning with some crystal-balling offered for public bidding to the Archer Ave. While it had
and some coin-flipping," says many contractors who will be originally been planned only as an
Richard Horchler, Dean of Ad- directly involved in the con- interim site to house our Bayside
ministration. After the main struction.
Without
any expatriates, it was suggested by the
problem of having the campus preliminary hassles however, it is Bureau of Budget that it be inmaster plan approved by Governor expected that completion of the cluded in the Master Plan. While
Rockefeller was solved, the school programmatic stage will see the the site does differ from the
next had to choose the architects actual construction of the campus Master Plan one, the size and
who would design the campus begin in 1975. A two-year con- shape of the building were dictated
itself. With the selection of struction plan would then bring by need and it is expected that the
Gruzen and Associates to handle final completion of the college present building will fit the needs
the real progress is beginning to be somewhere in 1977. Unlike the of the future also.
made. Although an actual contract numbers that were thrown out in
While construction, particularly
is yet to be agreed upon between the past, it appears that now much on the Science Building, has been
the firm and the school, it is ex- \ of the paper work is completed held up by labor difficulties, the

From The City Desk

move to clear the campus for
demolition has continued. All the
private homes have been vacated
with the Housing and Dormitory
Authority determining how much
people receive for their homes and
also handling any problems that
may develop with the removal of.
the inhabitants.
Problems still exist with certain
community facilities such as St.
Monica's Church, the Children's
Shelter and the Jehovah's Witnesses building. All are on the
original campus site and much
discussion has passed as to the
futures of the buildings. At
present, the plan is to design
around them until some solution
can be found where the college will
be able to purchase and/or
demolish the sites. The most
interesting of the group is St.
Monica's, the second oldest
church in Jamaica, built in 1854.
The college is considering
retaining the church because of its
historical interest and its addition
to the campus would bring a sense
of familiarity to a campus stocked
with modern buildings.
Despite the continuance of
plans for the new campus, the
college has not slacked off in its
attempts to provide increased and
improved temporary facilities.
Many of the facilities are under
lease, for example the Humanities
Building, and it is planned to
continue this policy. A lease is
being obtained for the Hillside
Center while the remainder of the
Jewish Center will be renovated
once it is completely vacated. Also,
a new temporary building (see
March 22 issue) is being planned
for takeover sometime in 1974.
Problems in planning temporary
quarters lies in two areas: 1) before
any renting takes place, you need a

_| by Douglas Kennedy
flM
program and 2) all planning must
provide specific numbers for the
Registrar. The second becomes all
important because of the unintentional City University policy to
accept more students than it can
accomodate. While the 50-acre
campus is planned ideally for 5500
full-time day students, the inclusion of part-time, graduate and
night students should force the
student population to over 6000.
Even now, it is expected by the
Registrar's office that almost 4000
students will be attending York in
September of 1973 and continued
growth of this kind may see the
student body grow to 5500 before
the new campus is ever opened.
Problems should also develop
with the funding of the project. In
1968, the York campus was expected to cost 62.5 million dollars,
that figure being based on the
worth of 1969 money. With the
value of money continually inflating, Dean Horchler calls that
figure
"already
totally
unrealistic." The only solution for
the college in this case is to ask the
Housing Authority for an
amendment to grant them more
money. While the college being
already partially built should
convince the HA to give the
money, it is always possible that
the amendment could become
trapped in legal circles, hampering
any continued construction plans.
While money may be inflating,
at the same time space is deflating.
In the 1972 CUNY Master Plan,
the ideal square feet per student
was 126. The number for York is
53. In that plan, the Regents
Regional Council agree that "a
figure of 100 net assignable square
feet per full-time equivalent
student as an absolute minimum
Continuedon
on og.
og. 10w
Continued
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Although spring started a
couple of weeks ago, it really
didn't feel like it until the familiar
odes of the ice cream trucks began
to pop up. When thoughts of Good
Humor Malts and Carvel Ice
Cream floats begin to pop up (no
pun intended), you know it's time
to put those parkas with the furry
hoods away, and haul out the
Grateful Dead sweatshirts. It's
about that time when outdoor life
in the city begins to gravitate to the
neighborhood playgrounds.
The playgrounds are the place
where life in the neighborhoods
resolves around in the spring and
summer months. In the neighborhoods where money doesn't
abound, it's where the social lives
in -the area. The playgrounds are
the real recreational facilities in
the city. Places like Central Park
or Prospect Park or Bronx Park
are beautiful, but how useful are
they to anyone, except to those
who live within a tew blocks of
them. When you really think about
it, the playgrounds serve the same
purpose to the city as something
like Central Park.
contemporary
playgrounds are remarkably
simple. All you'll usually find, in
terms of equipment, are a couple
of sliding ponds, big and little
swings, seesaws, monkey bars, a
handball wall, some sort of water
sprinklers, benches, and a field
allegedly for the use of Softball
games. There are very complicated
playgrounds around, for very good
reasons. The radically different
ones usually wind up being
radically altered by the elements,
or far more frequently, by the

neighborhood kiddies. In Rochdale Village, my neighborhood,
they built a part that was absolutely magnificent- on paper. It
was full of man-made hills and
bridges, and it was incredible.
Once it got off the drawing boardwell, let's say that the people in
this city were never much for
complicated playgrounds. In this
case, simplicity is best.
There are several, well, cliques
or sets, you would call them, all
over a city playground. There is
some variance, of course, as the
seasons vary, but generally, the
groups remain the same. The1 most
consistent group is the young
mothers of the neighborhood.
They usually arrive in force,
dragging along a balky carriage or
an even balkier child. The child is
usually dumped in the vicinity of
the sandbox to dump sand over the
head of another child. Then, until
it's time for Mike Douglas, it's a
steady stream of conversation
about life, love, and the debate
between the advocates of Benjamin Spock and Haim Ginnot.
Occasionally, you get the feeling
why the divorce rate in this country
is so high. All of this is usually
punctuated by the arrival in the
sandbox of a well-hit hardball
from the Softball field. The ball is
usually returned, after a promise
that no more homers will be hit.
While this gave birth to the rule "a
home run is an out" (which sounds
like something from 1984) this is
the most enforced promise since
Nixon said we wouldn't have him
to kick around anymore.
Then, there's the Spaldeen set
(although in some neighborhoods,

by Joe Raskin
the
Pennsy
Pinkie
still
When Christopher Columbus
predominates). This is the hand- set food on America, he found that
ball court. From dawn to dusk, the the Indians were kind and gentle
area resounds with the echoes of people. Unfortunately, the people
hand hitting ball and ball hitting to follow Columbus misunderstood
wall. Most everything in the and later exploited the Indians.
playgrounds are fenced with chain
Native Americans have been
link fences, but of the variety that discriminated against from the
can be easily scaled. The ones beginning of American history and
around the handball courts are are still being screwed. Everywhere
different, as they more resemble you turn you see Indians being
the type of fences around chicken depicted as wild savages who try to
coops. You can't climb over them, keep lily-white "Americans" from
but you can go through them. It going their thing - land grabbing!
isn't known if there's been a run Movies, history books, television,
on wire clippers through the years, etc. all show the Indians as being
but there isn't a handball fence in the agressors when in fact the
the city that hasn't been violated white Europeans were the ones
(for that matter, there are very few who first came here to spread their
of any fence that isn't.) The sick money-oriented ways.
handball fences are smaller
Today there are about 700,000
because rubber balls have a habit American Indians living under the
of sticking in the links of other worst conditions possible. About
fences. Artistically speaking, this 450,000 live on or near resercourt is where the great graffiti vations in 25 states, the remaining
artists come from, painting their 250,000 have moved to towns and
messages on the wall. "Buster and cities. Now comes the depressing
Ginger 4 ever" was a traditional part. Fifty thousand Indian
message.
families live in unsanitary, runUsually, the basketball courts down dwellings; many live in small
are next door. What goes on in huts and abandoned automobiles.
most courts like this has been Forty-two percent of all Indian
described in everything from Pete schoolchildren do not complete
Axthelm's The City Game to high school, which is almost
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's Pro Keds double the national rate. Nearly
commercial. In some places, what sixty percent have less than an
is as visible as great basketball are eighth grade education.
latent Rich Littles in Pro Keds and
The health of most native
Cons. That is, they do imitations of Americans is also another area of
distinctive basketball styles. concern. Their infant mortality
People try Dick Barnett's jumper, rate is thirty-two per every
but wind up kicking themselves in thousand, which is ten points
the ass, and watching the shot sail above the national average.
over the backboard. Recently, Tuberculosis is seven times the
Jerry Lucas' shot put style has national average and the average
life expectancy of Indians is fortyContinued on pg. 11

by John Coltelli l>4!
six years, twenty-four years less
than all other Americans.
The plight of the Indians gives
grim testimony to the effect of
unemployment. Fifty percent of all
Indian families have cash incomes
below 2,000 dollars a year, seventyfive percent below three thousand.
Knowing these facts will enable
us to understand the suicide rate
on reservations. Suicides occur as
early as the age of eight and are
common among teenagers; the
suicide rate is ten times the
national average.
These grim facts and others like
them allow us to understand why
the
Indians
are
in
the
revolutionary mood we now are
seeing displayed at Wounded
Knee, South Dakota. The takeover of Wounded Knee came as a
shock to most Americans but not
to those who understood the
Indian situation in the United
States. Russell Means, who is the
AIM
(American
Indiam
Movement) representative at
Wounded Knee, proclaimed the
area a soverign nation and sent
representatives to the United
Nations in order to gain
recognition. Since the take-over,
various groups from the new left
and other concerned individuals
have flooded into the area.
Over the weekend an Indian
mass was held in order to impress
upon everyone the need for
support of the Indian uprising. It
was held in the cathedral of St.
John the Divine and featured
many Indian speakers. Among
them was the chief of the entire
Sioux Nation; he stated flatly that
Continued on pg. 11
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On Friday, April 13

S.P.C. presents

Congressmen

2nd ANNUAL
TALENT CONTEST
—Coffeehouse—
Friday, April 13
Humanities Lounge

Ben Rosenthal
and

Joe Addabbo

8 p.m.
Admission 50?

will appear in the main lounge from 12-2 PM
to speak on the Federal Budget Cuts. This
presentation is sponsored by the
Political Science Association

A Swoaw Wiik Tfee Ctokd Rmaid

JSU presents

Monday, April 9

A Hineni Gathering

Rabbi Hecht invites all to discuss
controversial issues of Judaism today.

Tuesdays, 1:15 room 103M
Rabbi Klein
All are cordially invited

SPC presents

Students: Join us in celebrating

"Guess Who's Coming To Dinner?"

PASSOVEK

Humanities Lounge

Wednesday, April 11

2-4 PM

Room 404H
j

Free!

Attention: Pre-Dental Juniors
The final date for filing for the spring
Dental Admission Test is April 27-28,
Get applications from Mr. Richard,
Mondays - Bayside cafeteria, Tuesday through
Friday -Jamaica , room 318 M.

Students, Faculty, and Administration Unite!
Get involved in a

IDALK-A-THON
for The March of Dimes
APRIL 8,1973
For Futher info , contact:
Robin Levine
897-0427 or room 125M, 969-4206
York Co-ordinator for the March of Dimes.

A model seda will be held in
room 103, 12 PM on April 10th.
—Please join us—
Jewish Students' Union

Financial Aid Workshops
Final Notice: Deadline For submission of completed
applications for financial assistance for 1973-4 is
April 30, 1973.
Workshops f Mondays 4-5 PM room 004M
for April: | Tuesdays 12-1 PM room 106M
Applications will be distributed in workshops.

Grades Go Down
Last Semester?
Want To Bring Them Up?
Call:
David Brandt
David Lipschitz
Thelma Metz

Division for Student Development
969-4076
room 321M
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O'Dwyer and Kibbee

SeMuut-1973 Blast Tuition Proposal
All currently enrolled York College students are eligible to attend the York College Summer Session.
They need not formally apply for summer registration - they merely appear at the time and place
scheduled for registration. Registration for Summer Session will take place on June 4,1973. Summer
Session will start on June 5th and end on July 27th. The following courses will be offered this summer:
Afro-American Studies 101D - 101S - 242T
Allied Health Science 221DE
Anthropology 101B - 101T - 221A - 451C - 481B
Biology 110A - 110S - 120B - 206B - 207A
Chemistry 211A - 212BC
Communications 106AB
Economics 101C - 180BC - 380C - 381D
Education 201B - 201T - 331C - 331S - 332DE - 334A - 336B - 420AB - 460C
English 101B - 101S - 110AB - HOST - 111CD - 270B - 364C - 434B
Fine Arts 103D - 171C - 284AB - 388CD
French 101CD - 333A
Geography 271D
Geology HOC - 120A - 424ABCD
Health Education 241B - 342C
History 106C - 202B - 272D - 337A
Humanities 272C
Managerial Studies 302AB
Mathematics 101BC - 101ST - 1HBC - 121AB - 122AB - 180CD - 181AB - 271CD
Music 103CD - 111AB - 171C
Natural Science 100AB
Philosophy 103C - 121D
Physical Education 171C - 171D - 174A - 181B - 182DE - 271C - 271D - 282DE
Physical Science 101AB - 102CD
Physics 202BC
Political Science 101B - 102B - 214C - 322A
Psychology 102C - 205AB - 271D - 332C - 371D
Reading 101AB
,
Sociology 101C - 101T - 241C - 241S - 254D - 271C - 289B
Social Work 101D - 1Q1S - 390ABCD - 490ABCD
Spanish 101BC - 251D - 272AB - 317A
Speech 101BC
(Sections S* ST* & T will meet at night.)
All other students who wish to register at York College this summer must apply to the Office of the
Registrat, York College, 150-14 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432, no later than May 15, 1973. The
applicants, if eligible, will be notified of the time and place of their registration.
i will be available for distribution in the Office of the Summer Session,
The Summer Session Bu'
Room 210,160-08 Jamaica. re., Jamaica, N.Y. and in the Registrar's Office on or after April 23,1973.

Profs OnPicket Line?
by Steven Matthews
The Professional Staff Congress,
the ur'^n that represents the
faculty of_ Gity University, last
week held dress rehearsals for a
strike which, if it comes, could
have far-reaching implications.
Not much attention was paid
here to the small picket lines the
PSC threw up for brief periods at
several divisions of the 21-campus
university, but college and
university officials across the
country are anxiously watching the
progress of the contract
negotiations between the 7,500member labor organization and
the publicly supported institution.
A three-member fact-finding
panel appointed by the state
Public Employment Relations
Board is currently studying the
dispute which began last Sept. 1
when the current contract expired.
That contract was signed three
years ago by the Board of Higher
Education, on the one hand, and,
on the other, by the Legislative
Conference and the United
Federation of College Teachers,
the two groups that merged a year
ago to become the PSC.
It was a precedent-setting
agreement, the first such collective
bargaining contract signed by a
major university, and it was, in the
words of a CUNY official, "a
bonanza" for the faculty - making
it, at least on the upper levels of
service and rank, the highest-paid
faculty in the country.
The school now frankly admits
it goofed the last time out and feels
that this time it much be much
more careful in what it grants its
employees. It also concedes that it
is under pressure from other
institutions to hold the line.
"Of course we're under
pressure," says David Newton,

CUNY's vice chancellor for faculty
and staff relations, and the
university's chief negotiator. "The
naivete and congeniality of the
first contract have been sharply
shaken."
Newton contends that the
primary issue in the dispute is
money. He claims that the
university has no objection to
having the best-paid staff in the
nation, but that the "double
whammy" of annual increments
for service plus yearly contractual
increases must stop.
The PSC maintains that the
majority of CUNY's 16,000 faculty
members earn far less than the top
salaries that receive all the
publicity. And it accuses the Board
of Higher Education of trying to
scrap a salary system that was
established over 40 years ago and
make employees negotiate individually for increases beyond a
mandated minimum.
Furthermore, the union is
arguing that financial considerations are not their primary
goals, anyway. They place salaries
third on their list of priorities behind demands and decreased
class size and work loads and
increased participation in appointments and promotions. '
The university has rejected these
proposals virtually out of hand as
attempts to infringe on its
managerial prerogatives in areas
of academic governance. The PSC
says it is merely trying to improve
the quality of education at CUNY
and protect its membership from
"capricious,
arbitrary,
discriminatory or political"
decisions.
The fact-finding panel is expected to give its recommendations later this month or
early next month. Then there will
be another period of negotiations -

a short one - and if the parties still
cannot reach an agreement, the
Taylor Law stipulates that a
legislative body will render a
decision.

(New York, New York, March 22,
1973...) In a letter to the Chairman
of Governor Rockefeller's Task
Force on Financing Higher
Education, Francis Keppel, Paul
O'Dwyer, Democratic candidate
for City Council President today
joined with City University
Chancellor Kibbee and others in
blasting the Task Force's
recommendation
that
the
traditionally tuition-free City
University begin to charge between
1650-1000 per year for tuition.
"The City University charter
states that there shall be a tuition
free institution of Higher Learning
in the City of New York for the
benefit of its citizens," Mr.
O'Dwyer said. "And for 127 years
it has been functioning on such a
basis. As a result of this policy
many of our most illustrious
citizens have had the chance to
obtain an education that they
otherwise would have been unable
to get. Some of these graduates
include Former Supreme Court
Justice Felix Frankfurter, Chief
Judge of the New York State Court
of Appeals Stanley Fuld, Nobel
Prize winners Robert Hofstader
and Jonas Salk, Economist Sylvia
Porter, Film Critic Judith Crist,
New York Times Architecture
Critic Ada Louise Huxtable, and
many people in the arts; Ira
Gershwin, Paddy Chaefsky, Zero
Mostel, Marina Arroyo, Regina
Resnick, Edward G. Robinson and
Ruby Dee. They also are very
prominent in the world of public
service;
Herman
Badillo,
Abraham Beame, Bess Meyerson,
Carol Greitzer, Judge John
Murtagh, Mario Procaccino and
Henry Kissinger, who attended
Baruch Colllege for three years.
The City College, only one of 16
colleges in the University, has
produced the largest number of
Nobel Prize winners of .any college
in the United States as well as
eight of the seventy 'most
prestigious intellectuals' as listed

in a survey in The Public Interest
Magazine.
"Perhaps the group that will be
most affected by a tuition charge is
the middle class. Although many
of these people can afford to pay
this tuition, the fact that their
children can obtain a free college
education, to pay this tuition, the
fact that their children can obtain
a free college education is one of
. the only reasons why they stay in
New York City. And since this
group makes up the largest part of
our tax base, it would seem to me
to be sheer stupidity to dream up
yet another' reason for them to
leave."
Mr. O'Dwyer made reference to
the excellent teaching staff that
the City Uniiersity has been able to
attract. "At this very moment on
only one campus of City University
there are people such as Hans
Morganthau, Joseph Heller and
Yvonne Brooks teaching our
young people, people who were it
not for the no-tuition policy, would
not be able to experience the
exchange of ideas with other
people who are recognized as
being part of the cream of the crop
of their respective professions."
Referring to the strides City
University has made in inoovative
methods of education, Mr.
O'Dwyer cited both the SEEK and
Open Admissions programs, the
former of which he said, "was
created to help young men and
women of limited means and
inferior previous education to
attend college through a system of
special educational programs and
living stipends. The Open Admissions program, despite rumors
to the contrary, has basically
benefited the lower-middle to
middle-middle income segments of
our population.
"To impose a tuition charge for
City University students would
negate all of the great things C.U.
has achieved in the past, and cast a
shadow on what now seems to be
an even greater future."

YORK COLLEGE of
The City University of New York
COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES
Questionnaire
I. On which of the College Committee(s) would you be interested in
serving? (Please list in order of preference.)

3.
II. On which of the Standing Committees are you NOW serving?

Do you wish to continue serving on this commrttee(s)?

NAME
DIVISION
SOC. SEC. NUM.

TITLE
DISCIPLINE

RETURN THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO FOLLOWING BY
MAY 4, 1973
MARK ROTH STUDENT CAUCUS Rm. 125 MON'T WARD BLDG.
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Sena
Candid

Eugene DelGuadio
Social Sciences
As a York College Senator, I hope to keep Yorkies aware of current
developments in the Senate. Before being elected, I will give students the
opportunity to meet me, and become familiar with my positions through
leaflets. I'm active in the elections committee; and am strongly against
one man elections, where only one candidate is running. The "yes - no"
vote reminds me of Orwell's 1984. I'm for voluntary membership in any
organization (the right of an individual not to join a group) and therefore
against a mandatory P.I.R.G. at York.
I'm running for social science and for sophomore senator, some of you
can vote for me on both (go ahead!) and some of you can vote for me only
once. If any students have some questions, don't hesitate to ask!

Diane Glover
Social Sciences
I have stated before in running for the Senate that I felt I could serve
the students more effectively by being a Student Senator. I have served
on Committee on Committees Committee on Academic Standards, York
College Association, and was appointed by President Bassin to serve on
the Committee on Foreign Student Waivers. I was Chairwoman for the
Black Solidarity Day Festival, Freshman Activities Fair, and currently
involved on the Planning Committee for "Drug-In 7 3 " developed by
Chairwoman Cynthia Prime.
I have enjoyed working with the students, faculty, and administration
of York College. There is still alot more work we need to put into York
College. My goal as before is to open up more communication between
students and students and get them more involved in York. Students also
need more communication between faculty and administration. I wish to
thank the student body for electing me for the Senate in 1972.1 wish also
to thank Student Senator Herman Darden for encouraging me to be
involved in the Senate.

Rulx JeaMJar
Social Science
I am an active member of York Colleg<
clubs here. I think Jj could be more effective
elected, among other things I'll be.cone
apathy, (2) lack of communication b
community involvement.

Steven Bernstein
Social Sciences
The York College Senate need be reconditioned so as its implicit
responsibility to the college community may be fully realized. Needless to
mention, the Senate has neither suceeded in establishing viable channels
of communication nor has it been even marginally successful in
disseminating information as to its decisions and proposals. True
representation by a student Senator of student opinion and demand must
be of prime, concern to any potential candidate: as it has been to me in
my capacity as student Senator in 1972-73; as it will be should I be reelected.
One year's experience on the York College Senate has provided an
enlightening learning experience from which I have gained insight as to
both the functions and the the disfunctions the Senate stands to perform.
One year's experience has provided as well the means by which to effect
and implement change whereby student input may be regarded as a
valuable weapon rather than a bothersome hindrance.
I ask fojr your support and VOTE in the coming senatorial elections. In
any case, VOTE.

Linda Meli
Social Sciences
We, as students cannot stand still any longer. York College has grown
too large to tolerate alienation through apathy. York was designed as a
community school to meet community needs. If we cannot find the time
or have the energy within ourselves, we certainly cannot expect to meet
the needs of the community. It is up to every student to decide - once that
decision is made, one should be made. VOTE.

Herman Daw
Social Seieaic
Since 1971 I have served on most of t
College. I am a member of the YorkiCoHt
on Committees, I have been involved w
against budget cuts. As a result of my act
am better able to represent York student
exploitation of the powerless by the pow
these negativisms must be fought.

Paul Zidow
Social Science
Shelley Greenhaus
Social Sciences
York students have traditionally been plagued by a disparity between
their wants and needs and the action of their representatives. Students
need the type of representative who can protect their interests, while
being both progressive and hard working. I believe that I have the
background and experience to meet all these requirements.

This past year, I have been on the College, the Association Committee,
and have served as Vice-Chairman for senior colleges on the City
University Senate.
On the Association, I supported and helped to pass the Athletic Fund
which will allow York to have Varsity teams. On the Senate, I supported
the credit for Life Experience program and I have worked for
establishing voting in classrooms for Senate elections so that more of us
can vote.
On the City University level, I have been, and am currently, working
on the tuition crisis by going to Albany to speak for the City University
and by helping to organize a united City University effort to save free
tuition.

Ed HartHij

Freshma
I plan to serve the complete needs ofrr
available to them, and listen to their <

Chris Capua
Natural Science and N

Juan Otero
Social Sciences
As a senator in the York College Senate, my main goals would be that
of working for the recognition of student ethnic, social, etc. differences
and the understanding of these differences.
I would also work for the implementation of programs and activities
for the advancement of progressive education here at York College, and
for the fusing of the college with the general Jamaica community.
Lesley Sweet
Humanities

The Natural Science Department,
representation for two semesters, and. we
of Bayside. I feel that the Natural Scieno
ideas in order to bring about much neede
don't believe in campaign promises aild'x
people before me.

511993
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Gregory Thorpe
Social Sciences
Neal Haynes •
Social Sciences

an-Bart
ciences

The job of Student Senator is time-comsuming, emotionally draining
and frustrating as all hell. The lack of the student body participating in
the elections and in serving on, committees only increases the difficulties
of the job. Most students find it more to their liking to sit back and reap
the benefits of new programs and policies that are to their advantage.
Those new policies and programs that are to their disadvantage usually
only elict threats of transfering to another school.
I have never been one to sit back and complain. It is also against my
nature to wait for someone else to innovate changes which I am capable
of making myself. This is why I am running again!
I have proven my dedication to making York a more viable institution
of higher learning. I ask your support once again.

As a student candidate for the York College Senate 1973-1974, I
propose to actively seek better ways and means of achieving a higher
education for students at York College. Matters concerning curriculum,
scheduling, grading proceedures, and college facilities should have
maximum student input. I will endeavor to poll the student body
periodically to determine their desires concerning the above matters. In
conclusion, I will do my upmost to keep the student body informed about
important developments in the Senate.

College and president of one of the
fective as a member of the Senate. If
5 concerned with areffi (1) student
etween students and faculty, and (3)
Carolyn Barret
Humanities
Last September I was elected to the Senate in the Humanities
Division. During my first year in the Senate I served on several Com-'
mittees, such as the Committee on Academic Standards, Admission
Committee, and the Committee 6n Committee. Through the Senate and
these Committees I feel that I not only served my Division but also the
whole student body. I am now seeking re-election so I can continue to
serve all the students. Thank-you.
Allan Katz
Natural Science and Mathematics

a Dardtta'.'
Sciences
s t of the major committees at York
bCaOege Association, the Committee
ived with I.B.O. and the committee
my activities for the past two years, I
tudents. Racism, sexism, and overall
ie; powerful exists here at York and

The experience I gained as Senator and Student Caucus Leader this
year I would like to us next year as a Senator to protect student rights
and further student interests. •

Robin Levine
Humanities'

Franklin Rodriguez
SEEK

fartmann
eshnaan
ds of my costituents. I will make myself
their desires.

I am currently serving on the York College Senate, in addition to three
Senate committees. My goal has been to see that more students get involved in our school. York has a lot to offer; it can really be much better
than it is. I plan to continue seeing to it that more student representation
is possible by all students. An involved student can be a happier and
more contented student. Vote for me.

The SEEK department should be more flexible, for example allowing
students to pick up their checks on any day. The scheduling into special
SEEK classes should be more resilient. The SEEK administration should
make sure that their constituents are enrolled in the proper classes.
There should be a better exchange of ideas between the SEEK administration and students. There should be better SEEK instructors,
better geared to the needs of the students. I will try to carry out my goals
by getting the support of the student body and the York and CUNY
administrations.

Capuano
: and Mathematics

Abraham Sherman
Social Sciences

ment. has had almost the same
ind we are still the forgotten students
Science Division needs new faces and
needed changes and improvements. I
s and'xmly hope to do better than the
Mark Roth
iral Science and Mathematics

John Pritchard
Natural Science and Mathematics

There is a good reason for you to re-elect me to the Senate. I want to do
the work because I want to do it and I want to do it well. I know there are
students who want to do it and do not have the experience. I dp have the
experience of serving on many committees. Vote for me and the job gets
done - VOTE!
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Record Reviews:

Movie Reviews-

6

5 Fingers' and
'Brother Sun'

5 Fingers
by Jimmy Theodorou
Being a veteran of viewing two
other Chinese Marshal Arts
movies, I was fully prepared for
the barrage of ultra-violence that
is inherent in those movies.
Usually, most of the productions
contained a viable plot, a few
cliches, and were strangely interesting. Five Fingers of Death
(Warner Bros, release), however,
answered nature's call when that
edict was conceived.
This reporter wasn't ready for
the inundation of cliches-a dream
of the hero's over-sexed fiancee,
Sung Ying Ming, which was
vaguely reminiscent of the hair
coloring commercial of a few years
back that stated, "The closer he
gets, the better you look." The
inane conversation, "Hi there, I
love the way you sing" and the
retort, "What can I do for you?"
makes the scene and the movie
lose something in the translation.
It should have been left in the
native Chinese with English
subtitles. That way you could close
your eyes and sleep.
A moronic screenplay supported
by endless dribble that was
inaccurately dubbed in evoked two
emotions-laughter and an overwhelming desire to sleep.
., When one thinks of the Chinese,
the stereotyped image is the preoccupation with honor and
respect. Take a wild guess what
this movie is concerned with.
(You've just won a banana to hang
in your ear!)
The China Marshal Arts
Tournament, (the winner of which
is comparable to an MVP award in
.this country) is the supposed focus
of this production. The participants are the cream from all
the marshal arts schools in the
country. Needless to say, the award
is the most coveted award in all
China. Choa Chih-hoa (the
eventual hero of this flick) has
been studying under Sung Wuyang who is getting too old to teach
very effectively a: /more. Wanting
his pupil to win the tournament,
the master sends Chao Chih-hao to
a better teacher, Sun Hsin-pei. To
further complicate matters, Chao
is in love with Sung's daughter,
Sun Ying-ying (hence, the hair
color commercial).

It would all be so simple if Chao
learned all and went on to win the
championship, right? Wrong. (The
banana comes back!) Not all
Chinese are virtuous. The rival
school run by Meng Son-yeh is out
to win the tournament by any
means possible.
Gorilla tactics stinking of Al
Capone and outright mean-ness is
not below that crew. Fearing Chao
and the iron palm technique which
he was learning, Meng Son-yeh's
son, Meng Tien-hiiing, ambushes
Chao and smashes his both hands
with sticks.
A person mentally deficient
could guess what will happen.
Amid the strewn and broken
bodies of the rival schools, Chao is
nursed back to health but a not-sovirtuous singer who he had saved
from a band of rowdies earlier.
Improved enough to continue
training, he enters and wins the
tournament only to find the rival
schoolmaster is a bad loser. Sun
Hsin-pei gets a run through-with a
four foot sword, no less.
As a final gesture, the mechanic
(a la Mafia) that Meng Son-yeh
had hired from Japan to do all the
dirty work has a final fight with
Chao. The classic battle, Karate
vs. Kung-fu and the iron palm
technique takes place. The only
good fight in the whole movie is
this one, and it had to come at the
end just when I was about to doze
off.
Somehow the final scene of
Chao, Sung Ying and a friend
walking off into the sunrise leaves
me rancid.
, The News gove this time-waster
one-and-a-half stars. Rather
generous of them. I rate it one
finger.

Brother Sun
by Gabriel Ceron
In a time when the movie going
public has demonstrated its
preference for movies dealing with
violence and sex, what can prompt
a filmmaker to make a film about
a saint? Whatever the answer may
be, the fact is that Franco Zeffirelli
has. His latest film, Brother Sun
Sister Moon, is "inspired" by the
early life of Saint Francis of Assisi,
a twelfth century Franciscan

I II II II II

monk. It is a story of an upper
middle class youth, who rejects his
secure
"establishment"
background in order to change the
world. After being ostracized from
the society in which he had
guaranteed success, he starts a
commune based upon self-denial,
sacrifice and faith in God and
finally getting that same society's
recognition of his life style. The
parallel between St. Francis' story
and some contemporary youth is
obvious, at times so clear, that one
gets the impression one is watching a documentary of commune
life in the seventies clad in twelfth
century costumes. It is not the
theme that ruins the movie, for we
all can benefit from St. Francis'
life, but it is the script and the
acting which keeps us from appreciating it more.
The actors, specially, Graham
Faulkner, (St. Francis), deliver
their lines like the dummies of
divine ventriloquoist. The script,
however, does not give them much
to work with, for how else does one
deliver lines like "If we were
content to live like the lark,
singing and thanking the Lord
who created us, we, too, could be
happy" or "I sought help, Brother
Sun illuminated my soul and I saw
at last" without sounding and
looking like the deity had taken
control of your being.
The store, written by Donovan,
based on fragments of actual
twelfth century compositions, is
comprised of pastoral ballads,
which are scattered throughout the
film accompanied by panoramic
views of the beautiful flowereddotted meadows of Tuscany. These
serve to interrupt the flow of the
movie, while giving us a rest from
the pompous dialogue. Sir Alec
Guinness drops by, as Pope Innocent III, for three minutes or so,
which is not enough time, even for
Guinness, to lend the film some
merit. The direction at times
becomes as cliche-ish as the
dialogue, as it does in a scene in
which Francis and a girl run across
a meadow towards each other in a
manner reminiscent of a wellknown commercial for a hair
product. Brother Sun, Sister Moon
will no doubt make a fine picture
for the Easter season. But I will
noo recommend you go see it
unless it's being shown at Radio
City Music Hall. I hear the Easter
show this year is a knockout.

Joe Cocker
by John Coltelli
After two years of idling about,
Joe Cocker has finally released a
new album, Joe Cocker. Although
this effort isn't as loud and as
frenzied as some in the past, it still
does retain some of that good old
Cocker energy. It's a well-balanced
album with just the right mixture
of rock-blues which once again
asserts Cocker as being one of the
top blues singers around. Since
Cocker has been so successful as
an interpretive singer, it's strange
to see that two-thirds of the songs
were written by Cocker and piano
man
extraordinaire
Chris
Stainton, but the combination
does work out.
The opening cut is called
"Pardon Me Sir" and is one of the
better songs on the album. This is
one of the Cocker-Stainton songs
which has some really good piano
and sax work on it. On the other
hand, "High Time We Went"
(which was actually written in 1970)
is one of the low points. It is interesting to note the improvement
of writing on this album. "Pardon
Me Sir," "Something To Say,"
"She Don't Mind," etc. are the
most recent songs and are so much
more sophisticated and interesting
than the older "High Time We
Went" and "Black-Eyed Blues"
which are so incredibly simple.
The band is really good and tight
throughout the album. It features
ex-Grease Banders Chris Stainton,
Neil Hubbard, and Allan Spenner
along with the well-known Jim
Keltner and others. Jim Horn
(who's done some very good
session work in the past) is
featured on sax on one of the live
tracks. The choir which is composed of four singers also enhances
most of the cuts, especially
"Pardon Me Sir."
Side two of the album is opened
by the really hard driving Greg
Allman song called "Midnight
Rider" (Cocker's latest single).
Included on the second side are
two live numbers called "Do Right
Woman" and "Saint James Infirmary." The latter has got to be
one of the better things Cocker has •
evei done. It's got some fantastic
guitar work from Neil Hubbard
and some of that well-known
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Cocker enthusiasm that'll turn any
song on.
This latest contribution to
"Cocker Power" proves to much of
the doubting rock world that Joe
Cocker is not a name of the past.
Quite to the contrary, Joe Cocker
has come tjack to us with a
mellower voice and a much more
sophisticated writing style. Joe
Cocker - listen to it.

Hoodoo Devils
One of the least known bands
and one that doesn't deserve to be
so are the Hoodoo Rhythm Devils.
Their newly released album, The
Barbecue of DeVille is an accomplishment in the field of rock
by any measurement.
I'm sure we've all suffered
through one of those albums that
seemed to have been mixed by a
five-year-old. If you've had such an
experience, fear no more. The
Devils have come up with an
album that's really well mixed.
Everything comes through very
strong which makes it a delight to
listen to. The band is very strong
and very competent, featuring Joe
Crane who is one of the better
writer-musicians to emerge within
the past few years: He wrote most
of the material fan the album, does
the vocals, is featured on
keyboards, and also does a bit of
guitar work.
The best song on the album is
"Lotta Fine Mama" which has
some really fine piano and guitar
work on it. It's got enough energy
to make Ed Sullivan get up and
boogie, but be careful since "Lotta
Fine Mama" may be hazardous to
your health. Another rocker that
shouldn't be missed is "Eating in
Kansas City." It's a goofy song on
hamburgers that'll just knock you
on your buns. On the heavier side,
"Lead Me On" is one of the better
songs on the album. It's a bluesy
song that totally offsets all the
really hard rocking material that
precedes it.
When the album finishes
playing, nearly everyone who has
listened to it walks away with a
feeling of satisfaction and well
being. Wonder what it is? Well,
whatever it may be, the Hoodoo
Rhythm Devils prove that they are
a band worth listening to and
should be around for a long time
to come.

York Event:
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Student Recital
by Thomas Gannon
There were three compositions
performed in this, the first student
recital of 1973. First was a sonata
for flute, written by G.F.Handel. A
regular sonata contains alternating fast, slow, fast movements
with the slow portions of the
sonata requiring much skillful
technique on the part of the
soloist, as does the fast. This
composition by Handel was one to
my liking, as many of this Baroque
composer's are.
The program then turned to a
p'ano composition by Robert
Schumann. This nwellette was
highly unpredictable but had a
very pleasing effect on my ears.
The piece required a great amount
(if Virtuosity on the part of the
soloist.
This novellette had its quiet
moments, but there were times

Joffrey Ballet Pirouettes On
by Souch

where volume and modulations to
Ballet in an attempt to attract
distant tonalities were used. adolescent viewers has concocted a
Overall, it was truly appreciated by new beginning. The Joffrey Ballet
the audience.
which is being presented by the
The last portion of the recital City Center of Music and Art has
was devoted to a lecture and actual abandoned old format and has
performance with the Moog given birth to modern criteria.
synthesizer. Many things about, On March 20, I, one of many
sound were unveiled to me in this closed-minded "teeny boppers"
lecture. The performance
• an experienced the new era in ballet. I
improvisation with guitar, a.i :'S, had been persuaded into attending
and moog. In this ava. te gai i this event and had unsure feelings
performance, many bizane sour;^. of what to expect. With no
eminated from this unique f ^vious contact of this form of
entertainment, I decided to
machine.
In the final improvisation, the relinquish my previous prejudices
guitar and bass were played of the ballet and go in with an
through the Mpog and into the. objective desire to absorb whatever
amplifier. With the subtle this form of ballet had to offer.
We witnessed three different
background of the splashing of
symbols, a very eerie atmosphere forms of the Joffrey Ballet.
was produced. Most of the "Chabriesque," the opening
audience, including me, were in "dance, was somewhat traditional
complete awe at this very unique in style but the gaity of the dancers
filled us all with satisfaction.
machine.

Through this simple dance I was
able to gain insight into this
unique form of expression. I was
beginning to accept this media of
art.
The second dance entitled
"Weeis" was not comparable to
the first or third dance. It left me
distraught. Here, I believe, the
composer went a bit too far in
trying to appeal to the younger
audience. The dancers came out in
sheer body stocking outfits which
clung to every crack and crevice on
their bods. Along with the cheap
feels and gestures they exhibited it
turned out to be no more than a
main attraction of a turkish bath. I
was glad that I had fallen asleep
after five minutes of this parody.
The third and last dance was the
king of them all. It was "Deuce
Coupe," named after its namesake
song by the Beach Boys. Using
music recored by the Beach Boys
over the past 10 years, "Deuce
Coupe" juxtaposes the traditional

form of ballet and relates it very
preciesely to the new and very
modern Joffrey Ballet. Already
being a Beach Boy fanatic, I was
totally absorbed by this new
phenomenon.
So what I had expected to be a
pompous ridicule of entertainment
turned out to be a "sugar and
spice" experience. To all of you
plebians who believe the ballet to
be an antiquated form of art, as I
once did, get,over to City Center
55th Street Theatre to catch a
glimpse of the new Joffrey Ballet!
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The Continuing Education Of Our Police At CUNY
leads to an Associate Degree with
the option of continuing course
First in a series of articles on study towards a B.A. or B.S. at
police education.
Richmond or any other CUNY
branch.
The police education program
started this semester at York is not
Richmond and QCC's
LEEP
new to the City University system
although not all of CUNY's
branches have courses specializing
Richmond
College
and
solely in this area. Of the nineteen Queensborough
Community
CUNY branches surveyed, eleven College's LEEP is currently open
have no police courses or programs to policemen and in the near
specializing in the continuing future Richmond will be accepting
education of New York City firemen as students. LEEP's
policemen.
purpose was described by Mr.
Michael Freed of Richmond's
Financial Aid Department as a
Hunter
program to "enhance the
Discontinued Program
educational level of law enIn conjunction with Bellevue forcement officers." Richmond's
Hospital, Hunter College has program eventually leads to a B.A.
recently discontinued a program in one of the Social sciences;
where policemen take a two-year Queensborough's leads to an
course in nursing. This program Associate Degree.
Created in Congress in 1968, the
was originally made possible by an
experimental grant made to Law Enforcement Education
Hunter for two classes of students. Program (LEEP) is part of the Law
The 1971 class was the second and Enforcement Assistant ADlast group that Hunter and ministration (LEEA), programmed
Bellevue merged in this attempt to against crime. According to the
continue to educate policemen. previous year's National Crime
However, there is a possibility that Commission's statistics, only 7.4%
these classes will resume in of the 6,200 policemen surveyed
September, but this will only occur and the 1969 Joint Commission on
Correctional Manpower and
if another grant is given.
Training's estimation only 3% of
those prison guards surveyed had a
Staten Island
college degree.
Community College
LEEP's 1969 budget was $6.5
Staten Island Community million, which went to 20,262
College is currently utilizing a students at 485 colleges and
special program for policemen and universities. 1970 and 1971's
firemen. Described by the budgets were $18 and $21 million,
secretary of the Evening Sessions respectively, with the total number
Department, this syllabus works as of participating institutions and
"part of the mainstream" of SICC students increasing.
LEEP loans of $1800 per
with a "custom-tailored program"
in, order not to . confine these academic year (for tuition, fees,
students to particular courses. All books, and related expenses) are
courses are taught on-campus in eligible to full-time students in
order "not to isolate the students undergraduate or graduate
from the rest of the school" but the programs leading to a degree or
teaching of courses at the precinct certificate in a program of study
is a possibility if enough people directly related to law enwere to make use of the program. forcement. These students are
Presently there are 300 policemen excused from repaying their loans
and firemen from various stations if after graduation they obtain a
and precincts, but not enough to job under the heading of "law
conduct standard size classes off- enforcement" for four years.
campus.
LEEP grants (up to $300 per
Those enrolled are currently in semester) are available to full or
all four curriculum and class part-time students in unand
graduate
numbers at the community college dergraduate
and include both day and evening programs. These students,
students. Several of the part-time however, must be full-time emstudents
have
already ployees of a publicly-funded
matriculated;, others usually police, court, or correction agency
average six credits per semester. and their expected degree must be
Because of the varied work hours, in an area related to law enthe policemen and firemen can forcement or suitable for a person
take advantage of special night employed in law enforcement.
classes which meet for three hours After graduation, they are exone night a week. SICC's program pected to continue their work at
by Regina Vogel

least for two years since com- had been offered at the Baruch
pletion of the courses paid for School (now Bernard H. Baruch
College) since 1955. A graduate
under the grant.
program was established in 1967,
with degrees available in several
Brooklyn's College
fields including Master of Public
Liberal Studies Program
Administration, Master of Arts in
The "Liberal Studies Program Criminal Justice, Master of Arts in
for Police" is a special program Psychology, Master of Arts in
leading to a B.A. degree from Social Relations, and Master of
Brooklyn College. The courses at Science in Forensic Science.
Although the general concern of
Brooklyn's Downtown Campus are
held from 11 A.M. to 3 P.M. with John Jay is to serve the community,
the reasoning behind it being that the programs are designed to
since it is so hard to get day shifts promote the "professionalization
in order to attend night classes, the of police and other law enpolicemen would volunteer for forcement officers; institute study
night shifts and go to classes in the and research leading to imlate morning and early afternoon. provement of the criminal justice
The tuition is $18 a credit as it is system; and prepare civilian
for most undergraduate courses, students for public service
and student loans are also careers."
Each year an increasing number
available. Courses in English
composition
and
speech of civilian students are enrolled in
techniques are required and the John Jay for job opportunities in
B.A. degree is, like Richmond, in police work, correction, parole and
the School of Social Studies, probation, investigation for state
economics, ethics, history, political and federal government agencies,
science, Puerto-Rican studies, and as court officers. Students
with high qualifications in the
psychology, and sociology.
biological and physical sciences
can choose the Forensic Science
John Jay College
Program, which encompasses
of Criminal Justice
work in crime laboratories and the
John Jay College of Criminal presentation of physical evidence
Justice was established in 1964 as a in court. The behavioral and social
senior college of CUNY sciences make up another large
specializing in the undergraduate part of John Jay's course offerings
program in police science which since these courses provide ex-

cellent preparation for public
service careers.
LEEP is also in existence at
John Jay, along with the New York
City
Correction
Officers
Benevolent Association Awards
and the New York City Police
Department
Scholarships.
Another loan possible to obtain is
the United States Department of
Justice Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act.
The main reason for the institution of police education and
programs such as LEEP was
summed up' in a study by the
International Association of Chiefs
of Police, which stated: "It is
nonsense to state or to assume that
the enforcement of the law is so
simple that it can be done best by
those un-encumbered by a study of
the liberal arts. The man who goes
into our streets in hopes of
regulating, directing, or controlling human behaviour must be
armed with more than a gun and
the ability to perform mechanical
movements in response to a
situation. Such men as these
•engage in the difficult complex,
and important business of human
behavior. Their intellectual armament - so long restricted to the
minimum - must be no less than
their physical prowess and
protection."
Next Week: Dean Sutton and
York's program.

Foreign Language Journal
by Ann Onymous
Yes, the venerable magazine
that last year benumbed the
connoisseurs is once again open to
contributions. Will it once more
bring the gods to the Verge of
twilight? Well, any student
competent in a foreign language
may submit material for possible
publication, be it original or
translated work in the fields of
poetry, prose, and essays, both
critical and pure.
The publication, founded a year
ago by Marsha Hoffman, who is
now pursuing advanced studies in

France, was stated as a creative
outlet and fun game for those
York students who care about
foreign tongues.
This year the Editor-in-Chief is
M. Ernest Bellevue, born in Haiti,
and a student of Allied Health
Sciences. The rest of the Editorial
Staff comprises the Secretary,
Senorita Pastora Campo, a
Spaniard; Ms. Marlena Pena, of
Cuban extraction;
and the
Director, of Publicity, (and of
anything else that might come up)
Eduardo-Marcello Tello, of nondescript origins.
Contributions are to be sub-

mitted no later than April 15th, in
a way that may be easy to read,
and making sure that the contributor's name is on them, even if
you wish us to withold it at
publication.
Delivery points are the mail
boxes of the redoubtable Dr.
Margaret L. Eberbach, or, if
you're scared of her, mellow Dr.
Daniel Coogan, both located on
the 3rd floor of the main building.
Hurry up, for the deadline is
near and we already have many
fine contributions. We want to be
deluged with masterpieces...

THE YORK JUMBLE
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SPC Event:

Talent Contest
by Pam Simmons
Friday the thirteenth of April
has been designated the day for
the second annual talent contest.
At 8 pm in the Humanities lounge
the five groups picked from the
audition will display their talents.
Each group will play for thirty
minutes. The judges (SPC is
counting on five disc jockies this
year) will pick the group that they
feel has the most ability. The
group chosen as the winner will
play for an extra half hour. There
will be approximately ten minutes
between each performance so the
groups may set-up.
The first talent contest brought
three hundred people to the
cafeteria in the main building.
Fifteen or twenty groups had
auditioned; five were chosen for
the final competition and Cotton
Mouth was the victorious group.
Last year's first prize was a petite

bundle of one hundred and fifty
dollars. Second prize was seventyfive dollars. Les Marshak, disc
jockey of WPIX, was the judge last
year.
With a few days before the end
of auditions, ten groups have
responded. The music world is
crowded with many new forms of
expression and it is increasingly
more difficult to present our own
craft to people caught up in their
York is young, new and ready
for everything. If you miss this
contest, enter the next one. If
you're not into acid rock, go for
rock. If your not into rock, go for
jazz. If your not into jazz there are
many other forms of expression
available. If you're a budding
musician, York should be the
place of your talents. If you are an
old-timer, let York be your fermentation spot.
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York's Future

GRAFOOTIES
What you see is what you get,
Killer.

Attention: At 12:00 on Tuesday,
April 3rd, there will be a special
showing of Deep Throat by Prof.
C. Fray in Oceanography 120 in
room 002M. It's all about the
marrianas Trench. Signed, Charlie
(Starkist) Tuna.

Julius: You can keep your land in
the Poconos. All of us.

Debbie: The Dead are OK! TeenyBopper.

Watch for Carey and Alan on May
15.

Carnela: Do all people lay on the
grass like you? Fred.

To the P.B. staff: NEVER MIND
MY HAIR! or the lack of it.
umping Jack

Wanted: Young man single and
free.

Gus: Stop your horniness and
perversion. Love, C.

Dear DB and JS: You haven't got
a prayer. Love, Mother Mary.

A dog is a man's best friend, but a
K-9 can't be mine.

To Fred: A cool guy with a big
afro. Look like a wet chicken with
red eyes. Always sitting by the juke
box. I dig you good. Look for me,
you'll find me.

Bonnie B: Congrads on your
engagement to S. Best Wishes and
Years of Happiness. The Gang.

Attention: To all those who missed
the Rainy Nighthouse on Saturday
24-Ha! Ha! Ha! You also missed anight in Chinatown. Wheee! The
ride to and fro was super great.

To Reuben-Ah, Ah, What do you
say to that What do you say to
that. What do you say to that.
Your Partner in traumatic experiences.
To Marie P. Grow up and start
hinking. Your loved ones
Dear Don 20: After all is said and
done, I guess the old saying is true.
"Nice guys finish last." Sugie.

To Yolene, I know you love him.
M.D.
Q: Eh York...What's so funny?
Ans: I'm laughing at my face in
the mirror...(-By F*J*)
Congratulations Joan (and John)!
We knew you had it in you!
Seagull.

Tony: Happy Birthday!!!

Continued from pg. 3

Dear Rabbit: Eat my carrot, Love,
Bunny.

Brillington: Now that we are "pre"
you are out. What about you and
L.S.K.?
Gloria H: Now that you've seen
him (Jimmy), business is going
great. We're getting rich quick.
Who's the clown who is writing
these sick jokes?
When I party, I party hardy. .

Hey Rich: Congratulations, I hear
'ou're getting engaged! L. (Ann's
Instigator).

Jimmy the Greek: What a review!
You should get the Golden
Banana Award!

To My Best Friend (Wayne):
Thanks alot for being around and
making this fucked up world a
better place to live in. Bless Ya,
Borneo Man

To Gary: You wear blue eyeglasses
and a brown jacket. Why are you
so timid? M.D.

J. Reuben: Ah, ah! What you say
to that. What you say to that.
Love, your partner in tramatic
experiences. P.S.: There's a hole in
your bucket.
To KU, JK, MG and JS: Stop
hacking each other. Bella.
I'll say something nice about Allan
Katz. He can really enchant girls
with star gazing up in Pottersville,
N.Y.
What grows between your
and your chin? Ans. tulips.
I am a nice Jewish boy seeking
experience. Anyone interested
please call. My birthday is coming
up and I can't be 18 and "Never
be'en laid." Call anytime, BA98147.
For Trivia Freaks: There really is a
Harvey Oscar Wallbanger-she's
alive and well living in Arizona. J.
The Greek.
God is not dead. I've seen him in
Humanities 282.
s
Flo, Happy 21! Your Lover.
For Sale: 1965 VW Bus; Hippy
Wagon. Many Extras, Best Offer
See Ed in Rm. 125M
What did the South Pole say to the
North Pole? Ans: I'm colder than
you. (By M.D.)
Dear Fred: You are tall and wear a
plaid jacket. Why are you so shy?
C.C.
Dear Dr. Stu: We love ya!!! The
Scientist, Saint, Psycho.

Birth Control information will be
available in room 105M Tuesday,
April 3rd at 12:00. Prof. Lee Actic.

Red: Did you ever get a dear John
letter?
Potatochips
unite!
"Popcorn."
Sarah: You and I must have a lousee sense of humor. K.
Howie: I might be growing the
wrong way, but let's keep it a
sercret.K.
Richie: The Kinks have just joined
the Dead.
Dear Snu: Now that we're legal,
when's the big day? I'll wait
forever, at least until I grow up to
be as old as you. Love forever,
Worm.

If you want it, come and get it.

Grafooties and free! Just drop your
grafootie in the grafootie bag (ain't
that the natural place?) in the
main building cafeteria or the one
at Bayside, or (if you feel
energetic), deliver it in person to
room 215 Archer Avenue building.

Hello Fred! How are you doing,
honey. From, you-know-who.

Carey and Alan: Just what are you
going to do on the 15th of May?

To Gorgeous George: We've
noticed you, now when the hell are
you going to notice us. Signed,
Ready and Waiting.

I though Lorna Doone was a
cookie, now I know she is a crumb.

To John: I love you very much.
Kathy.

Sandie: You're growing older, not
better. But it's cool!!
To RSVP: The name of the
drunken St. Bernard on the
Topper shows was Neil. The
Sherrif (Ed Murray)
To anyone in Oceanography 120:
Dr. Fray's parents are not Charlie
the Tuna and the Lock Ness
Monster. Charlie the Tuna and the
Lock Ness Monster.
To Alan the Pimp: Business is
bad. Better advertise a little more!
From your employees. P.S. We
need the money!
To Jules: You look like somebody
that we know, but we really don't
know who you look like. From
Yolene, Marlene, Carolle.

To a part-time resident of North
Woodstock, New Hampshire: We
misled connections Saturday the
10th, again. Trying again this time
on April 7. Please call with any
reply. Signed, Canadian Sam.
Marielle: I want your blue sweater.
And if I get it, I'll want more. Bill.
Stereo for Sale: Harmon-Kardon
Festival. Call 268-2534 (212). $300.
Dear George (with the red hair):
It's really hard for us to see each
other with you in Jamaica and me
in Bayside, but please let me know
if I can have your gorgeous body
before you graduate. Yours till a
tse-tse fly lands on the hind
quarters of an armadillo. Love,
Elaine.
Panama Red is coming.
Bio. 342 has shot beavers to excess.

To Gail: Don't give up yet. The
guy of your dreams (the one with
the orange windbreaker) may show
up yet. Love, Ronnie.
Dear Gary: Why are you always
standing by yourself? I love your
new haircut.

High Gloria: This one you didn't
read, so read it! El Greek-o.

Will Scott Becker please come to
Portable 17 immediately. Signed,
the boys.
To Captain Kangaroo: Since we
can't insult you, we won't say
nothing.

To Carolle: Same to you and many
more. Marlene D.

Billy Boy: We are eating our hearts
out!

CareyAlanCareyAlanCareyAlan
Mayl5Mayl5Mayl5Mayl5

Charlene: So what if I got drunk! I
enjoyed.

Marge: You are a flirt.
Dear Artie: Let's have a secret
meeting. The Blond from t
tennis court.
Dear Kim: Will gladly pay you
Monday for today.
It's a Gaita-Raid.

for fulfillment of space needs at
the City University." At 53 NASF,
York is far below the minimum
amount.
City agencies aave also managed
to become involved in York
problems. The construction of the
subway on Archer Avenue was one
of the first problems the college
encountered. The subway, whose
mezzanine is being extended to
Union Hall Street with a York
College entrance, had originally
been planned to run down 159th
Street, eventually running through
the middle of the baseball field.
After some discussion, the subway
will go down 159 Street but will not
take its disastrous detour. While a
route and work area have been
left, it will be no direct interference
in York plans.
A major point of dispute has
arisen from the rerouting of traffic
patterns within the campus.
Certain streets have been slated to
close, namely 158 St. between
Liberty and South, 159 St. between
Liberty and Archer, Beaver Rd.
between 158-159 Sts., and Union
Hall St. between Liberty and
Archer. Because of these closings
and the fact that city roads will run
through the campus, the college
has met with disagreement from
the Traffic Dept. on how wide 160
St., the major campus roadway,
should be. Because of the closings
of Union Hall and 159 St., bus lines
will have to be altered, creating an
increase of traffic on 160 St. and
New York Boulevard. For these
reasons the Traffic Dept. has
requested that 160St. be widened
to 100 feet from its present 50. Vic
Ross, public relations official of
the Traffic Dept.,
stated,
"Requests for widening of streets
are not always an automatic reflex
(by the Traffic Dept.). Many things
must be taken into consideration:
geographic layout of the college,
the community, mass transit, etc.
But safety is the most important
factor."
At present, 160St. is fifty feet.
Considering a traffic lane to be
from 10-12 feet wide and the

Human Relations
Weekend
by Pam Simmons
The Human Relations Weekend
will begin April 27, and end on-the
29. David Brandt, one of the coordinators of the program informed me that the purpose of the
weekend is to "give people the
opportunity to think where they're
at." From Dr. Brandt's past
weekend experience, he feels it is
an "intensive experience, not
theraputic, however, it can
generate an upset that is
productive to mobilize the person
to do something." Dr. Brandt feels
this weekend can afford you the
luxury of seeing what others are
involved in and how you are
perceived by others. This is not an
encounter group, and its. purpose
is not achieved by having people
squirm.
Usually thirty people with four
counselors will ride up by bus to
Solway House in Saugerties near
Woodstock. Upon arrival two
separate groups are formed.
Approximately three times during
the weekend the two groups get
together and discuss their

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH & ADVISORY SERVICE
2 Sylvan S t Suits 5
Rutherford. N J . 07070 can (212)6754848
Nation's Largest Catalogue Listing
Complete Educational Research Material,
Office hours: Mon-Fri 95

average auto 8 feet wide, this
leaves two parking lanes and three
driving lanes. According to Mr.
Ross, this "will create havoc" and
he sees the narrowness of the street
"as a source of a lot of
aggravation." Using the "townand-gown" riots of medieval
England as an example, Mr. Ross
sees York becoming an unwelcome
intruder to a community already
beset by traffic problems: "A
college is desperately needed...but
a viable alternative could go a hell
of a long way in showing that York
is sincere in trying to improve the
community, both intellectually
and in other ways." This problem
seems to be a stumbling block for
the college, but one which must be
solved before any actual building
is begun. While both sides are
treading on cautious grounds, they
have admitted that there is room
for compromise. "Neither side is
committing themselves wholly, but
both
agree
roadways
are
necessary," declared Ross.
Overlooking
the
Science
Building is another problem the
college faces: the gas tank owned
by the Brooklyn Union Gas Co.
The property had been condemned
by the city some time ago, but Mr.
Jennings of the Company's public
relations office stated that the
problem was "one which involved
the city and the company: we have
to supply four million people with
gas." Upon further investigation
however, it seems that the Gas Co.
has a two-year contract on the
property with the City of New
York. Alth6ugh the City has offered to buy the land, the Company feels the price is too low and
has refused to move. A lawsuit
between the two is now underway,
but BUG has stated that unless
they get a better price they will
remain for the remainder of their
contract. While this will not interfere with York at this time, its
demolition in two years may cause
problems. "Apparently, the city
doesn't have the money to build
York College," Mr. Jenningff
stated. At this point, money seems
to be the least of our problems.

Sat. 104 Evenings will be posted.

progress. At this point the sensitivity exercises are given. Dr.
Brandt explained the idea of
looking people in the eye without
speaking, and discussing personal
reactions later is one technique
used. He also mentioned there is a
group that meets once a week
through an agreement made at the
close of the last weekend.
Suzanne Lindsey, another coordinator of the program, has gone
on the last weekend which was one
out of • the three previous
weekends. She told me some
students have re-applied for a
second weekend. Miss Lindsey
discourages this so people who
never attended may do so. Each
weekend is.a new start for the four
counselors with different students.
The total cost for the weekend,
including seven meals is $25.00 per
student. Five scholarships are
available for students unable to
afford to attend. From the
weekend scholarship fund $15.00
out of the $25.00 are awarded.
Twenty-five dollars is not an
exhorbitant price to pay in search
of yourself. For if ye shall seek, ye
shall not find.
*%?
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Pandora Interview
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Academy of Music
by Joe Raskin

Paul Zidow, York College Student Senator, and Vice Chairman of the
City University Senate, dropped by our office some time ago to continue
the interview series, and to discuss the issues that he feels are important
to the York College student. Although Paul was born in the Bronx on
October 29, 1952, he spent his formative years in Philadelphia, of all
places. Somehow Paul survived all of this, and moved back up to New
York in time to graduate from Flushing High School. As with most of us,
Paul arrived at York partially by accident: "Queens was too big, out-oftown schools were too expensive. York was just right, and I knew a
person here."
Why did you run for the Senate? "The Senate is the only body that
makes the decisions by which we live. I wanted to have a voice in the
process that we live in."
/ ' •
What do you think that you've done in the Senate? "Well, I've eaten a
"The most moving play in New York at the moment and one of the
lot of danish...Mostly I've tried to bring the Senate's attention to the
election procedure. I've spoken on many issues - 1 really can't say which
funniest."
—Walter Kerr, The New York Times
ones I really get into. Although I voted against the current core
"One of the most lively and pertinent plays of the last few seasons
requirements, I'd now vote for more stringent requirements. They would
. . . fascinating and dazzling! '
—Clive Barnes, The New York Times
weed out the good students, and would probably improve the school
graduate record examination scores."
Paul is running for re-election to the Senate. If re-elected, this would
be his third year on the Senate, a record unmatched by most York
Student Senators. "I want to continue to work for the things I mentioned. I think I deserve to be re-elected. I put in more time per week to
Senate duties, caucus meetings, etc. than I do studying. That's what we
need - people who are willing to do these things. I've tried to make our
• education a better one here at York. Of course, that makes enemies,
because there are very few students who agree on what a 'good' education
is."
i <t w y uy w y by w y by wy MM w * w vw wy wy w* W W wy W iru w~y v* wy tru wy MM y y MM WM wy U W w *^ 1 Does the Senate bore you? "No. I find it exhilirating, although some of
the procedures bore me. I've tried to correct some of the procedures."
What will be the main issues next year on the Senate? "Requirements stronger student role on the Senate, pass/fail, withdrawal, mainly
curriculum matters, credit for Senate and committee activities...I hope to
see in the coming year an increase in the efforts put forth by the adContinued from pg. 3
nation. Buffy St. Marie was also about. Resolving the symptom and ministration and students who are already involved in York politics and
al he wanted from the United present at the mass; she performed not the problem is something organizations to get more students involved so that the organizations and
Sates government now is for them songs relating to the Indian which has occurred in the past, it governing bodies will be representative of the York College student body.
'to get their FBI agents and problem and spoke very briefly must not happen again.
We have to devise a process by which students can acquaint themselves
federal marshalls out of my about the need for support.
It is obvious to all of us that a with Senate candidates. This is the only way by which a vote can be
country." Also in attendance was a
One solution to the take-over of revolutionary change must come meaningful and rational."
representative for AIM; he stated Wounded Knee would be to send about in the case of the Indians.
With that, Paul, an occasionally bearded person, mounted his
that if any Indian was killed at in a peace seeking delegation. The native American has been Volkswagen that vaguely matches the color of his hair, and drove off into
Wounded Knee "there would be When I spoke to Geraldo Rivera treated like shit for far too long; the sunset. However, he left behind a silver bullet, so that we would know
an uprising of Indian nations (chairperson at the mass) about a the time for change is now.
who he was. At that point, the bullet was clean-shaven.
across the United States." He peace seeking delegation, his
urged everyone interested and reaction to it was very favorable.
sympathetic to the Indian cause to He feels that this would be the
write letters to people within the most progmatic solution of
"power structure" telling of your Wounded Knee at this point. In
cubes and took the whofie tray. presently there. I tried to explain
by Andrew Gobioff
support, and also impressed upon trying to resolve the situation at
Mrs. Wallenstein wants the tray the situation to the person at the
everyone the need for money to Wounded Knee we must not forget
This was an ordinary afternoon, back. She misses it. It was her very other end. The lady told us to hold
support the new Oglala-Sioux that an overall change must come like any other. It was a Friday own ice-cube tray.
on, after she heard me barely
I informmd her that we had no squeak out an invitation to talk to
afternoon which meant two days of
total peace and quiet expected to party recently (this whole thing my superior officer. It's a good
follow. Suddenly, up here in the was supposed to have happened thing that she did, because we all
office of Pandora's Box (room 215) several weeks ago- we reveived the laughed our brains out just then.
of the Urban Center) the phone phone call on Friday, March 16)
Continued from pg. 3
In the middle of most of this is a rang. It was the only one here. I and that whoever took it , most
On Thursday, March 29, the
little brick house. Inside is the picked up the phone, feeling much likely was from Pandora's Box. York College Operator called.
come into vogue.
Pretty close to that is the Softball park attendant. He has to make like the man who broke the bottle, She said that if it wasn't one of us Again I was the only one here and
field. As indicated before, soft- sure that the kids don't walk on cut the ribbon, and launched the who committed this heinous crime, took the call. History repeats itself.
ball's just about the last thing the seesaw, or sent the adult Titanic. The phone spoke. It was and if we couldn't find the She inquired about a possible icethat's played there. It's for a very swings into orbit, or spit from the Mrs. Wallenstein, of the fifth floor criminal, we should place an ad or cube article coming out. She
informed me that many ice-cube
good reason- softballs have a top of the monkey bars, or that the business office. The following story announcement or something.
trays had been hijacked to parts
tendency not to travel very far. sliding ponds don't have the may sound ludicrious, but it can
The next day Douglas Kennedy unknown. It seems that many were
Unfortunately, hard balls do, and consistency of Elmber's Glue. In be checked out with any of the
this can create problems. There's the summer, he has to get the kids editors of P.B. or it can be verified discovered a note I had left for him stolen from Harriet Vines. This
this one playground on Kings to stop putting their towels over with Mrs. Wallenstein of the fifteh about the incident. He called the article is the long-awaited ice-cube
College Place in the Bronx. You the sprinklers and go 18 to 1 floor business office (room 528 of number to investigate and no one article that they've all been
hit it too far to right field, and a against the kids who play hardball the main building), or by calling knew what he was talking about. clamoring for. So if whoever took
Later on, when I came by, he the ice-cubes happens to read this
baseball becomes part of the on the softball field (the reason 969-4100.
It seems that according to her, requested that I call up to avoid and is bothered by a guilty concurriculum of a class of P.S. 94. they play here is simple. In most
You hit it too far to left, and you'll neighborhoods, there isn't a single someone from P.B. had told her making him look like a further science, I'd like to speak for Mrs.
demolish a grave in Montefiore baseball field, outside of these that we were giving a party, and idiot. I telephoned the number, Wallenstein and quote Melanie
Cemetery, or several windows and playgrounds). In any case, it's little needed some ice-cubes. The asked for Mrs. Wallenstein, and Safka: "I'm okay alone, but you go
wonder a lot of 'em get drunk.
person allegedfiy was given the ice- was informed that she wasn't something I need!
plants in a greenhouse there.
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Nomads Open Lacrosse
Season On Saturday
by Jo Anne Kani
If you're looking for something
new, different, and exciting to
play, come to Cunningham Park at
4 o'clock almost any day of the
week (except Tuesdays) and check
out what's going on. Besides an
occasional softball game, you'll
probably notice a bunch of guys
running around with helmets,
lacrosse sticks,and red sweats,
playing that up and coming sport Lacross.
Lacrosse isn't all that new. After
all, the Indians played it, and
many private boarding schools
have had lacrosse teams for years.
But it is relatively unheard of in
the city schools. Nassau County
has lacrosse programs in their high
schools and everybody and his
brother (and sister) are experienced players by the time they
reach 18. In the city, Queens,
CCNY, and York are the only
schools with lacrosse teams.
This is York's third season and I
hear tell it's going tc be a great
one. New coach Bob DeMarco,
fresh out of Hofstra with 5 years'
experience playing lacrosse, is
more than optimistic. He feels that
the guys arc all "out for a single
purpose-to play lacrosse" and that
a repeat of last year's disasterous
record of 2 wins-10 losses won't
occur.
'
Yes, the team is definitely
shaping up. With Sal Liggieri and
Bob Serrao as co-captains and
Rafael Collazo completing the
offense how could we go wrong?!!
AI Gaddi's in there as goalie and

that certainly helps. All in all, I about it, though, lacrosse will be
counted 9 returning and 8 novice played all over and not just in
players. "Marc Bresalier shows a some obscure areas.
great 4eal of promise," according
There are 11 games in York's
to the coach. I agree. And with all schedule this year-most of them
those veterans hanging in there the will be played against out of town
combination of experience and colleges. When York does have a
spirit can't be beaten. We shall home game it will be played on the
see-we shall see.
athletics field at Cardozo H.S. in
It's a rough but beautiful sport. Bayside. The first of these being
Granted, there's nothing very April 7 at 1 o'clock against
beautiful about bloody hoses or Fairleigh-Dickinson Mr. DeMarco
bruised bones but it's aggressive and this reporter encourage all
and driving, yet flowing and those even slightly curious or
releasing. I don't know—why does interested in what's happening to
someone run track, especially come to Cardozo and see for
cross country? Maybe men play yourself. Actually, I don't just
lacrosse for the same unex- encourage it, I strongly urge that
plainable reason.
you come. It will be worth your
There are the set plays like in while. Spectators are gladly
basketball and football, lots of welcome.
hustle as in soccer or hockey, and
Coach Bob, in closing, complenty of practice as in any sport. mented that anyone who wants to
The warm-ups include laps around play should come to Cunningham
the field, jumping jacks, stretches, when the team has practice. Of
and push ups. You drill and drill course, as in any sport, there is no
until you get it right-and then you guarantee that you will play right
drill some more. Stamina is one away but the point is they are still
key factor that needs to be built accepting prospective players. NO
New Lacrosse Coach Bob DeMarco
up; Lacrosse is a running game. EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
Changing the pace and direction
of your feet when you are going at
top speed comes with practice. Sat.
Farleigh Dickinson
Home*
Apr. 7
Queens College
Away
And you have to be serious about Tues.
Apr.10
Southhampton
Home*
what you're doing.
Sat.
Apr.14
North Country Community
Home*
With the coming of Spring and Sat.
Apr.2l
Montclair State
Away
good weather, thoughts generally Wed.
Apr.25
Newark State
Home*
turn towards that great American Sat.
Apr.28
Home*
Dowling
tradition: Baseball. But what Sat. •
May 5
CCNY
Home*
lacrosse catching on as it is, Mon.
May 7
Away
N.Y. Maritime
baseball better waach out. Like Wed.
May 9
Southern Connecticut
Away
gymnastics, lacrosse needs a little Sat.
May 12
Queens
Away
more publicity to get it going. As Tues.
May 15
soon as everybody else finds out
* Home games at Cardoza H.S., 56th Ave. and Springfield Blvd., Bayside.

1973 Lacrosse Schedule

1:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
2:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.

by Jay Lonschein

basketball. No one is very in- eight of the men have track 440 relays. William Lenny is a man a sophomore who will be running
terested in track, and good talent backgrounds.
of many talents. Besides com- in the 110 and 220, said that he
Coach Johnson lets it be known peting in the hurdles, 440, and 220 runs for his coach and because he
"I don't want a track team; I is hard to come by. Recruiting is
want a good team," were the words always a problem although York before hand that in order to stay relays, Lenny will also do battle in loves the sport.
of Coach Bob Johnson as he drilled has doubled its roster over the past on the roster, you've got to work the long jump, high jump, and
his men in preparation for the year. Last year, only twelve men pretty hard. He knows that this is triple jump. Frank Bider is the
The York College Track Team
opening meet at Van Cortland made up the squad and out of the the reason a lot of prospects might field man. He has extensive ex- has come a long way in a year, and
twelve, only two had previous track stay away, but Johnson would perience in the shotput, and is this is mostly due to Bob Johnson,
Park on April 5th.
Track and Field is an unnoticed experience and one with field event rather have a dedicated twenty working on the discus. There are who can be reached at the Hillside
sport when you have others that backgrounds. This year, however, than an apathetic fifty. "Those two long distance runners on the Jewish Center, for those wishing to
are more popular like lacrosse and York has a 24-man squad, and who are dedicated can endure the team, and they are Mike Cruise try out. The last meet of the season
hard work," he believes.
and Pandora's own Fred Munoz. is the CUNY Championship,
The Nomads were one and eight
The men respect their coach and which the club'did not compete in
last season, and they showed to be his vast knowledge of the sport. last year. It takes a lot of talent
impressive despite manpower He's taught them things that none and a bit of luck to capture a title.
shortages. Opposing coaches saw of them knew before. Bob Bunsen, Johnson can provide the talent.
that Johnson did a tremendous job
with what he had to work with.
But, to be impressive is not what
the team wants. They want to win,
and acknowledge the losing effort Thu. Apr.5 NYCCC, York
Van Cortlandt
3:00 P.M.
of others, not their own.
Bronx CC
Johnson feels that the team can Sat. Apr.7
Manhattan CC, York Staten Island CC
1:00 >P.M.
win a majority of its ten scheduled.
Kingsborough CC
He could be more assured of that Wed. Apr.ll Baruch
York
3:30 P.M.
fact if William Brown and Paul
York
Liberty Park
Seales, two of last year's standout Wed. Apr.18 QCC, York
QCC
3:30 P.M.
sprinters, return to the club (both
Nassau CC
«#;
men left the team for personal
reasons). They have been working Sat. Apr.21 NYCCC, York
Van Cortlandt
11:00 A.M.
out and both have mentioned a
Kingsborough CC
desire to return; Johnson said he
thinks he could persuade them to Wed. Apr.25 Lehman, York
Lehman
3:00 P.M.
come back.
Brooklyn
Van Cortlandt
There were no definite line-ups
given, but the Coach did mention a Sat. Apr.28 York
Queens
10:00 A.M.
few of the players he was going to
Brooklyn Poly
be using on Thursday (4/5). Ed
ifer.
Gonera, who also played on the Tues. May 1 QCC, York
QCC
3:00 P.M.
basketball team, has been a
NYCCC
pleasant surprise to Johnson, and
Track coach Robert Johnson
he will be running in the 220 and Wed. May 2 CUNY Championship Queens
2:00 P.M.
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